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– Methodologic limitations 

– Non-pharmacologic approaches

 Two pharmacological delirium prevention studies

– Dexmedetomidine

– Ramelteon 

 Wrap-up 



delirium and distress

Breitbart W et al. Psychosomatics 2002;43:183



no effective pharmacological treatment

 Multiple studies support ineffectiveness and risk with

– Antipsychotics: haloperidol, ‘atypicals’

– Physostigmine



This presentation’s limitations

 Most of the delirium assessments are surrogates

 Frailty is not incorporated

 Patient perspectives are not really considered

 Long-term delirium outcomes are not covered (with one non-

pharmacological example of why this might be relevant and patient-

centered)



Delirium assessment vs. scales 

ICDSC

(Intensive Care Delirium Screening Checklist)

CAM-ICU

(Confusion Assessment Method-ICU)







Delirium nomenclature

Delirium and its consequences



Frailty



Frailty 



Frailty 



Patient perspectives

 PADIS guidelines

 Qualitative data



Engaging staff



Long-term outcomes





Non-pharmacologic prevention

 Mobilization

 Sleep hygiene



Delirium prevention

 early mobilization of adult ICU patients reduces the incidence and duration of delirium.



Delirium prevention







Does mobilization help sleep?



Sleep may be linked to delirium



Sleep disruption in critically ill adults

The critically ill, particularly when mechanically ventilated, typically experience 

fragmented sleep that is characterized by numerous awakenings.  Patients 

experience short sleep periods/ 24 hours, rather than continuous nocturnal, 

restorative sleeping.  REM sleep and slow wave sleep, considered the most 

restorative of all sleep patterns, are almost absent, and circadian timing is 

disorganized.  This is very distressful for patients.  Medications, mainly opiates 

and sedatives, disrupt deeper phases of sleep in healthy volunteers.  

Vasopressors, corticosteroids, and beta blockers all disrupt sleep, as do 

antipsychotics and antidepressants.



Sleep architecture

 During critical illness, the proportion of time spent in light sleep (stage N1 + N2) 

is increased and the time spent in deep sleep (stage N3 + REM sleep) is 

decreased. Sleep fragmentation (i.e., number of arousals and awakenings per 

hour) is higher in critically ill adults than healthy subjects. 

 Among healthy adults exposed to the ICU environment, daytime sleep was found 

to increase each day spent in the ICU setting and represent one-third of total 

sleep. In critically ill adults, the proportion of total sleep during the daytime has 

been shown to be as high as 57%. Subjective sleep quality is severely altered 

during critical illness; patients assess their sleep quality in the ICU as being 

considerably worse than their sleep at home. 



Delirium and sleep



Delirium and sleep

CCM



Delirium prevention



Four years of work



Delirium and sleep in the 2018 guidelines

 Question: Should a multi-component, non-pharmacologic strategy (versus no 

such strategy) be used to reduce delirium in critically ill adults?

 Recommendation: We suggest using a multicomponent, non-pharmacologic 

intervention that is focused on (but not limited to) reducing modifiable risk 

factors for delirium, improving cognition, and optimizing sleep, mobility, hearing, 

and vision in critically ill adults (conditional recommendation, low quality of 

evidence).



What about pharmacological intervention
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Pain Agitation/Sedation Delirium
Immobility 

(Rehab/Mobilization)

Sleep

Disruption

Factors that influence pain Light vs. deep sedation Delirium prediction Rehab/mobilization 

(performed in or out of bed) 

vs. different 

rehab/mobilization 

intervention, placebo, or 

sham

Comparison of sleep in 

critically ill adults vs.:

• Healthy adults

• Delirium (vs. no delirium) 

• MV (vs. no MV)

Prevalence of unusual sleep

Assessment 

• Patient self-report

• Behavioral

• Proxy reporters

• Physiologic measures

Prevalence, rationale, and 

outcomes of physical restraint

use

• Risk factors

• Influence of level of 

arousal on delirium 

assessment

• Outcomes of delirium

Protocol-based assessment 

and management:

• Analgesia first

• Analgosedation

Daily sedation interruption vs. 

nurse-protocolized sedation

Delirium assessment

using valid tool (vs. no 

assessment)

Harm associated with 

rehab/mobilization (either in 

or out of bed) 

Physiologic/nonphysiologic

sleep monitoring

Multimodal analgesia to reduce 

opioid use:

• Acetaminophen

• Nefopam

• Ketamine

• Neuropathic analgesia

• IV lidocaine

• NSAID

Mechanically ventilated 

patients after cardiac surgery:

• Propofol vs. 

benzodiazepines

Pharmacologic

prevention:

• Haloperidol

• Atypical antipsychotic

• Statin

• Dexmedetomidine

• Ketamine

Clinical indicators to safely 

initiate rehab/mobilization

(either in or our of bed)

Risk factors affecting ICU 

sleep quality:

• Before critical illness

• ICU-acquired

Disrupted sleep outcomes:

• During ICU admission

• After ICU discharge

Procedural analgesia:

• Opioid vs. none

• High- vs. low-dose opioid

• Local analgesia

• Nitrous oxide

• Isoflurane

• NSAID (systemic/gel)

Mechanically ventilated

critically ill adults:

• Propofol vs. 

benzodiazepines

• Dexmedetomidine vs. 

benzodiazepines

• Propofol vs. 

dexmedetomidine 

Pharmacologic treatment:

• Haloperidol

• Atypical antipsychotic

• Statin

• Dexmedetomidine

• Ketamine

Clinical indicators to stop 

rehab/mobilization

(either in or out of bed)

Pharmacologic sleep

improvement:

• Melatonin

• Dexmedetomidine

• Propofol

Nonpharmacologic analgesic 

strategies:

• Cybertherapy/hypnosis

• Massage

• Music

• Cold therapy

• Relaxation techniques

Objective sedation monitoring 

tools

Nonpharmacologic

delirium reduction 

interventions:

• Single component: 

Bright light therapy

• Multicomponent: 

ABCDEF bundle

Nonpharmacologic sleep 

improvement:

• AV vs. PS mode

• Adaptive vs. PS mode

• Aromatherapy

• Music

• Noise and light reduction

• Multimodal protocol

PICO and Descriptive Questions for PADIS Clinical Practice Guideline



What is special about dexmedetomidine?



Dexmedetomidine





Dexmedetomidine for prevention







Impact of Nocturnal Dexmedetomidine 

on Delirium Incidence and Sleep Quality 

in Critically Ill Adults
A Randomized, Double-Blind, Placebo-Controlled Trial

Yoanna Skrobik, John W. Devlin, Richard Riker, Nicholas Hill



Hypothesis

 We hypothesized that nocturnal dexmedetomidine would improve sleep and 

prevent delirium in critically ill adults requiring sedation. 



At 21:30h each study night:

1. Sedative therapy decreased by 50%

2. Ventilator mode changed to a controlled mode.

3. Dexmedetomidine/ placebo @ 0.2 mcg/kg/hr 

Titrated q. 15 mins. by 0.1 mcg/kg/hr 

to maintain a goal RASS score of -1.

4. Opioids were continued at current rate

5. Agitation (RASS ≥ 2) Rx midazolam 1-5mg IV prn

Daytime 

period
Daytime 

period

Nocturnal  

period

21:30H 6:15H 9:00H

At 6:15h each study morning:

1. Dexmedetomidine/placebo rate    

by 50%, then stopped at 6:30h

2. Ventilator reset to prior daytime mode.

3. Non-study daytime sedatives

resumed to maintain RASS -1 to 0. 

LSEQ assessment 

Through out study:
1. Institutional sedation protocol
2. Institutional non-pharmacologic delirium protocol
3.  Antipsychotics avoided if possible 



In this study

 Frailty was not considered

 Delirium risk was

 Sleep was

 Mobilisation was imprecisely measured



Dexmedetomidine

N=50

Placebo

N=50

P value

Age, yr 62.1 ± 13.2 62.4 ± 14.1 0.91

APACHE-II SCORE 23.6 ± 7.8 21.9 ± 7.9 0.30

Medical  n (%) 36 (72) 36 (74) 0.82

Mechanically ventilated, n (%) 45 (90) 44 (88) 0.75

Days in ICU before enrollment 2 (2) 1 (2) 0.16

Admission diagnosis, n (%)

Sepsis/ARDS

Pneumonia

Non-traumatic major surgery

9 (18)

9 (18)

9 (18)

10 (20)

11 (22)

9 (18)

0.99

Hypertension

Smoking

Alcohol use (≥ 2 drinks/day)

Drug abuse

27 (54)

15 (30)

7 (14)

1 (2)

33 (66)

17 (34)

11 (22)

0 (0)

0.07

Continuous IV sedative use, n (%)

Midazolam

Propofol

None 

3 (6)

26 (52)

21 (48) 

3 (6)

23 (46)

24 (48) 

0.83

Continuous IV fentanyl use, n (%) 36 (72) 44 (88) 0.05

Intensive care delirium screening 

checklist score at randomization 

0.0 (1.0) 0.5 (1.8) 0.31

Baseline Characteristics



Delirium Outcomes

Dexmedetomidine

N=50

Placebo

N=50

P value

Delirium

Ever, % (n)      

ICDSC score    

(when first diagnosed)         

Duration of first episode (d)    

10 (20) 

5 (4-5) 

2.0 (0.8-2.7)

23 (46) 

5 (4-5) 

2.2 (0.7-3.2)

0.006

0.23

0.73

Subsyndromal delirium, % (n) 42 (84) 46 (92) 0.22
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Self-reported sleep



Average Leeds Sleep Evaluation Questionnaire Scores 

Across All 10 Domains Across All Study Days

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

Dexmedetomidine Placebo

Average 

LSEQ 

Score



Average individual Leeds Sleep Evaluation Scale Individual Domain Scores 

between Dexmedetomidine and Placebo groups



Dexmedetomidi

ne

N=50

Placebo

N=50

P value

Nights spent in study 7 [7] 8 [9.5] 0.75

Study medication administration  

Hourly infusion rate (mL/hr)  

Maximum dose (mcg/kg/hr) 

Average dose (mcg/kg/hr)

8.0 ± 3.1

0.51 ± 0.22

0.36 ± 0.22

9.1 ± 2.9

-

-

0.20

-

-

Propofol infusion

Ever, % (n)

Duration (nights)

Average dose (mcg/kg/min)

72 (36)

3 (2-5)

22.55 ± 18.4

76 (38)

2.5 (2-7)

34.86 ± 31.88

0.75

0.91

0.000002

Midazolam infusion

Ever, % (n)       

Duration (nights) 

Average dose (mg/hr)

30 (15)

2 (1-4)

6.3 ± 5.5

28 (14)

2.5 (1-4)

5.6 ± 7.1

0.77

0.95

0.55

Fentanyl infusion

Ever, % (n) 

Duration (nights) 

Average dose (mcg/hr)

76 (38)

3 (2-7)

104 ± 88

94 (47)

5 (2-9)

98 ± 122

0.02

0.22

0.13

Characterization of Study Medication and 

Sedative/Analgesia use During Nocturnal Study Periods



Dexmedetomidine

N=50

Placebo

N=50

P value

Bradycardia, % (n) 12 (6) 4 (2) 0.27

Hypotension, % (n) 26 (13) 24 (12) 0.82

Both, % (n) 42 (21) 24 (12) 0.06

Safety



Conclusion

 First effective delirium prevention trial

 Uncertain as to effect on, or relationship with, sleep



One more agent







Brief overview

 Why the topic matters

 This presentation’s caveats

– Methodologic limitations 

– Non-pharmacologic approaches

 Two pharmacological delirium prevention studies

– Dexmedetomidine

– Ramelteon 
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Thank you


